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ABSTRACT
This paper -diSctisses strategies for teaching coll ege

composition,4emphasizing nmechanical-meaningful-communicativen
(Irec) sequenCing, Under the M =M -C sequence, a stadept'performs the,

- f exercises techanical exercises, which build shccesp in
stimulus - response learning;- meaningful exercises, which provide
stimuli for problem-solving tasks; and communicative exercises, which
promote individual writi.vqstrategis developed from the 4

-'stimulus-respoxise experiences.,.Thus, the /11-C strategy combines
behavioral and cognitive learning theories to facilitate writing
development. Modular learning and,programmed instruction are also
presented as strategies to be used within the M-M-C seqUence.(Rt)
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INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIV FOR TEACHING WRITING-
.

Ever since the writing crisis has become a big news item in the popular

0
press, we composition "teachers_have been attracting our shareof fame' and

notoriety=,perhaps more notoriety sincg,we live-in a "grammar conscious"

society in need of a scapegoat for /the national -literacy'problem. Regard-,

less of the bad press, restating partly from misinterpretations of the 4 C's

position on Students' Right to Their Own Language and partly from miscon-

ceptions about the meaning of basics, most college composition teachers have

managed to endure. In fact, most 1us continue the search for new and bet-

ter ways to help students expand their writing skj.11s.

Our professional differences if opinion on how to teach compoSition

notwithstanding., we reach nearly unilateral agreement in accepting the re-

sponsibility to increase the efficiency of student peZformance. in Edited

1

American-English or what I.choose to call standard formal writing. This

professional responsibility exists not because the standard dialect or

formal-style is superior to any others but - simply because this brand of

-wrfting has been unofficially establishedSs the language at communication

in the world of the educated--by academic, professional,-and business per-
,

educated -:
Nr

by

alike.
04t

What I would like to propose today is not another diatribefhlt-atr

tempts to test all, of us in bur.settsitivity to and respecNfor the obvious,

dialectal variety in our dulturally diverse.society. Rather, le.t's posit

the socio-educational reality that EAE is the target dialect in most coMpo-
,

0
P

sition programs and on the basis of this reality detetmine which strategies'

are most useful in improving student skills in the complex writing process..
e .
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,'There is a wealth of educational resources for developing teaching

strategies in the language arts, and not all come from teaching English

to native users, the discipline .probably most familiar to us. Other re-.

sources for discovering teaching strategies include the disciplfnei of
4

English a s a second language, foreign language, and reading'. The educa-

tional taxonomies and flowchart, which underliemany concrete teachings

strategies, vary rin their emphasis on"cognitive and behavioral dimensions

I of language use. To the teacher with experience in compositibm, it'is

apparent that both cognitive and behavioral dimensions of language use

are operating when the writer produces and edits standard formal prose.

Correspondingly, teaching strategies whiCh demalid that die student writer
V

-

rely on his or her combined .cognitive-behavioral. skills in tfi'e writing

(composing)processarelikely to.fie tbefmost effective.

There are a dumber of techniques which can be incorporated into teach=

t
ing strategies in writing. For example, the sentence combining technique)

is a useful sentence level manipulation which can increase the number of

options a student has in 08ducingop'propriate sentences and expand that

*student's writing repetoire. However, as one-reseersher puts it,. "Common

-

sense suggestS that'it can't be'the one and only instruc tional strategy" 2 -

in-a well-Integrated composittbn irogrM. The student must be taken be--

yond. sentence-levelJexercises to 061 with the complex prob lem solving

. \
f

4 challengespresented in'the composing process. Although the Sentence--
- 1 ) 1

. .,

oombining technique is helpful. to students for-the behavioral reinforce-R., N% v
ment it provides, it must be part of a.more comprehensive teaching strat-

egy.
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, The chief strategy I am suggesting for teaching writing to native

users of the 'language is not one of my own invention but one which I dis-

covered in the educitional literature for teachiAg Englfish as a second

language:3 This strategy is a particular kind of sequencing that fs'hIghly

structured in mechanical, meaningful, and communicative.stages and easily

adapted to-,teaching English. to native users. The sequencing of writing

tasks cah be partictilarly effective ifAhe tasks focus on the development

f positive teaching points. In order to adapt this.seque.ncing for teach-

...^)
. / _

.
.

ing composition to native users, I have investigated available studies iI
o

.researched error analysis of adult writing. On the foundation of findings
.

in error analysis, I established teaching points in gen&ral_problem areas
) ,

,
.

. ....

around whicth .1 built mechanical-meaningful-coat enicative sequencing,
/.1

. (M-M-C): \ .
4.,

For example, research in error analysis points torun-on sentences as
) .

.

an inappropriate feature for standard formal writing. Some of the research
mo.

pinpoints surrounding features found in structured containing run-ons.
I #

,, Here is -one instance. In the run-on, "I should have gone home instead I

°decided to play h4sketball," the transitional marker "instead" appears be-

tween the twb statements, "I should haVe gone home - -I decided to play bas-
,

ketball" with noi_punctuation betweentthem. The-teaching point based on
.

this fi4ding is to present standard punctuation in consecutive structures

, which contep transitional markers in the second structure.

Atiy,W-M-C Writing sequence which takes into account these features
., . --,

.

not only provi'des ihe student with-sufficient behavioral ce'Inforcement
-.N.,4 V

e

by
allowing,piminer..to write sentences with appropriate punctuatiO-d'1,blit

also forces him or:her to rely on the success of the experiences at thk
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s-;
senten ce level for writing appropriately in the larger contexts of the

Aparagraph. - Thus, the M-M-C writing sequence provides behaVioral'reinforce-
.

ment it he mechanical exercises at the sentence level and also allows

students to transfer learned skills in, the cognitive challenges of creating,

organizing, and composing in the context df the paragraph. Appropriate.
.

live language models that cont n structures illust\rate the pertf-
6

nent teaching points are usefu ways of intr oducing, this sequencing strat-

egy to the student: si -

In short; the M-M-C sequencing strategy acoomodates a 4p.ppy combine-
.

tion of betiavioral and cognitive learning theory. Tf mechanical exercises

build success in stimulus-response learning. The aningful exercises 'con-

tinue to build stimulus response but also include problem solving tasks of

cognOlon. And"the .communicative exercises elihinate stimulus-response
, -...... -1

learning and require Cognitive-behavioral strategies fo)for writing. The

sent nce-level writing practices should include sentence' manipufations

ice sentence
#
combining, conversions, substitutions, and transformatiOns

- .

in sequencts like those just described. Writing practices based on posi-
.- . . -

tive teaching,points ,can build student writing repetoiresaccording to \

..

the farms of communication required in the dialect of standard formal
. .

p.

-
writingancl repare the student for the more difficult progressions at

..+A

the communicative revel..
4 ...

,r

The mechanicaltmeaningful-communicative sequence can be a matrixr .

other,strategy for a variety of her strategies in a composition program. The

1 'mechanical stage contains'the,mest exercisers sinCeits purPoSe is to con-

,----'-1-,

tition students to imitat e excellent models by asking them to perform

specific sentence manipulations on existing surface structuees, In.the
. r
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mechanical stgeall lexicalinformationis given to the student. The

4

meaningful stage contains exercise's in which the student must creatively

supply lexical, items. After being p*ovided with an excellent model,. the

student must write a paragraph in imitation_ f. the syntactic arrangements

1and punctuation in the model but.must provid his/her own lexical infor-
,

5

\

matfon. Finally, the last and.most difficult stage of the sequence en-

gages the student in Communicative writing;' that is, the 'student must ,'

produce an original paragraph without the aid-of a model and according

/(----
t

.
-, ..

A 10.1

to specific directions on 'the given topic.

The fRllowing samples are extracted from one 14-14-C sequence 1- an

instructional unit on Run-Ons. The live language model is presented first`

after which appear the M-M-C .7ritinOasks:

Sample Live Language Model Paragraph.

Neurology professors of a generation Ergo taught
_their students than there were four kinds of pain:
pricking, aching, clear pain; and quick pain.
the 1970's, their more precise successors could name
More than a hundred Aifferent kinds. Thus; pain is
.perhaps the most complex of all the physicaljsensa-
dons. its Many shadirigs range from the first deli-.
(cate twinge of.atoothache to 'the searing jab of tic
dqioreux, a nerve disease ghat primarily-affects old-

er peOple. As fob defining pain, most experts con-
tent themselves with a tautolqgyf Pain,'they say,
is' any sensation n-a person experiences as painful.

--quoted and adapted from,The
r-
iiew York

Times.Magazine (January 30, 1977);
p. 12.

The two underlined sentences in.this paragraph are highlightbdbeCausej

the second in the sequence is2111.ntrodueed by the transitional marker "thus.

Sample. Mechanical Writing Task
,

. Directions:

Rewrite the.following pairs of.sententes as separate
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sentences, but place the word "Thus" with a comma after
it at the beginning oTthe second sentence.

pans for:t e expansion ot the athletic facilities have
been appro ed by the committee.

The new g will be bui*t this spring.

Sample Meaningful Level Writing Task

Directions: 4

Rewrite the following sentence. Then write a seqp d
sentence in which you supply the informatipn. Intro;
duce the second sentence with the word "Thus."

Television programs are reaching wider'viewing audi-
ences every year.

Sample Meaningful Level Writing Task

Directionsf

Finish writing the'following paragraph on the given
topic by producing the remaining sentences strIctured
after those in the model paragraph.

AutOmobile manufacturers a half-century ago pro-
duced for consumeis two basic models in private cars:
sedariS and sport coupes. Today, their more productive
successors offermore than a hundred different models.

.Sample Communicative level Writing Task
C

Directions: 1

Write an original paragraph fn.which you disti uish
the features of.on and off-campus iesidency d
college, Be yre.to use a transitionaf mark
your para'graph.

6

Ar

e
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Another useful strategy that fits as a corollary ,to14-M-C sequencing

. is modblarizing. At first modularity of, instruction may appear ta counter

the sequencing progressions'because it can isolate parts of the writing'
. ,

process in nonsequentiai fashion. _However, a truly modular strategy can

contain highly structured sequences Within each and still accomodate non-
.

sequential use between eadk-I. /For example,'when sequehcing of/ writing tasks

vis the primaryteaching strategy, modules of instruction can be built to

house those sequences in ,order to cater to theindividual needs, of students.

The diagnosis of the individual student writer's needs is the mat effec-
.

five way to determine the needed modules.' Individualization of instruction

for the student writer, even within the limits of e classroom setting, may

be enhanced through modularizing instruction. This individualization is a,.

''desirable teaching goal, for even those students from dialectally homage-

neous backgrounds will be likely to experience different'writing,prablems.

Modularizing,in,struttion as a teaching strategy is supported by a number

of educators. One source defines modularity by asserting that instead of

treating materials in a single volume, "there are separate'fascicles or

'mOdulis,' which can be used (or discarded!) individually, or,in various"

combinations with one another."5 Mnddlar instruction -can serve-several

needs. It tan'-provide students with the total number-af units or fascicles

to reach their gOals, but an individual student might use only one or a

number of the modules to reach his or her goal. Madules need not be used

N

in any particular sequence so that the student can use only those,needed.

Each module, however, would contain a sequence within it, so that the writer_
Vd

could move from sidple to _complex Language task.). A'truly modular strategy.
, s

prpvides-sequon4ing within modules and'a non-sequential arrangement between

modules.

1
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It is feasible to adapt the strategy of modularizing to teach some

aspects of standard formal writing. Although composition maY be realfs-
.

tic:ally viewedLas a complex decision-making.pxocps, there are isolable

8

parts of the process, for example, the ability to edit and produce some

of the superficial features appropriatefor the dialect. These isolable

parti may become the content of instruction.

,gThe final.teachin strategy which rtiould like to suggest as a corol-
r

Lary to M-,M-C sequyncing is programming. some of the'instruction iR compo-

sition--particularly in the initial stages of the composition pr'ogram.

If effective programming requires the paraphernalia of media materials,

then they should be incorporated in tie program. Both cognitive and be-
c4.

haviora0.earning theories justify programmed instruction. Programmed'

instruction, according to Gagne in The Conditions of Learning, selects

for eRe student the content, needed, td hive the nbcessary prerequisites

for learningch new topic; .Further advantages include unhurried.choice
:*

for selecting proper learning conditions, quality control through consis-

tehcy, the possibility of pretesting for the instruction,. and more affi=

cient management of teacher time,to select suitable sequences of topics.6

The behaviorist B. F. Skinner argues ,for programmed instruction through

the teaching machine:

The machine itself, of course, does not'tesch.
brings the student into contact with the person who com-
posed the materiaCit present's. It is a labor-saVing
device becaUseit Can bring one programmer into contact
with an indefinite number-of students. This may suggest
mass production, but the effect, upon each student is
surprisingly like that of a private tutor. -7

The programming strategy which integrtes cognitive challenges' and ,

.

'behavioral reinforcement throughout the sequences can facilitate leaining
.0

4

/16
.11

4
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fsr the writing student who needs to acquire necessary skit& tor
e
producing

4. -

and editing standard formal prose.. 'For example-, the cognitive,challenges
. '

can require students, tO use
I'

information gained from thevoperations on sen-
d ,

tences in sequenced exercises, thatis, td yse the rules internalized

through the writing tasks in order to problem solve in his.or her own com-.

posing.process: Behavioral reinforcemeWeis provided in the, nitial stages

of mecirical level writing tasks thrOugh the'Successful, feedback,of his or

her, own performance.

7 .

particular uses of language,'ktke ac4hiring the featurea of standard
_ ..

r
.

,fqrmal wriking, may be facilitated through instructional strategies that

-N\
incorporate cognitive and behavioral learffing. For example, students ho

.., .

I
I. ,

.....

haye.litole or no difficulty in expressing an 'oral statement their. na-,_.
4

. _ I

tive dialect may find that the surface features of thatcutterance are an-
_,

.44;

acceptable according to the horMs-of the standard dialect. THe student

ik
t_

in this situation experiencfs drustration. He or she has the linguistic

°

coTpetence, that'is, the cognitive ability to generate an utterancbut*

he or she lacks corgmunicative7competence, that is, the cognitive-behavioral
,

skills necessary to apply the social xules of ]language-use in the given

social contex. These limitations carc.be overcome through teaching Arata4
.4.

6
egies which-facilitate leaning progreas*ns in theetarget dialect.

Although' most of what *eve been saying is, not new, the particular

combination of M-M-C sequencing, modularizing, and programming can be used
.

.
in countless original-ways in a composition-rogram. The use of M-M-C

...

,

sequencing as a matrix' teaching strategy through which programming and

modularizing also operate forces the composition teacher to get at thea,

-..\)0K3

-underlying structure df the discipline. Instruction that is based on the
.1.
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fundamental struccere.in any discipline not,9nly effective.but.also

,
,.

,
,, - .

tesS. ,',ential. Jerome Bruner asserts that the curriculum of a subject should',
1_ $ - ,

.'''.
..,

.-7ik , .

1 be determined by the most fundamental iirinci$11t give that :subject
..

its4. ,

[ -

structure,.-018 the goal of findidg-suitable structure is to insure that
,
the

educational process mgchianCes togn- itive growth. 8
In- another wqrk where

,

,
. ..

Brunevand others speak of the transfer of skills as part of_the adaptive
...

nature of behavior, they conclude that "one muswark with sequences of '

..-
. .

response if one is to appreciate the Unfolding interplaStibetween successive
,

, .

,._responses in reaction to prior consequences."
.
Tnus, the strategy of se-

f
4

`
---"'''.. .

,quencing writing, responses with.theaidof modularizing and programming may
4st ,

be fhe most accuraxe predictor of the student writing skills hen 4e or

she must produce and edit compoation independently. _ .

,

.

f
t,

1

-

1

t-

%4
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